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UsingGalculations
to Determine
Internal
Residual
in Explosive
Overpressures
Breaching
Applications
By Ed Stark and Charles O'Connor
Inaword: DON'T!
Why not?
Becausethey simply don't work to determine anything useful in the explosive
breaching world.
Should you still use them? Yes.

whv?
One: Because they validate to YOU
that they don't work to determine anything useful in the explosive breaching
world.
And Two: Becauseyou cant take our
word for it, and have to prove it to yourself firsthand-this is the only way for
you to be that subject matter expert we
all MUST be.
W'hen it comes to contemporary tactical explosive breaching training and
practices today, the community is besiegedwith data and information for the
purpose of making the "operator" more
knowledgeablein the discipline of using
explosives in a surgical manner, while
reducing the chances of bodily injuries
and/or collateraldamage.
This is done with the introduction
of scientific equations and formulas to
hopefully give the breacher a somewhat
accurate prediction of where it's safe for
them to stack, or what can be expected
on the inside of the target objective.And
it makes us look really,really smart tool
Here lies the problem-many of the
calculations being used in this community (and the "industry" in general) are
being applied incorrectly, and trainers/
users have absolutely no knowledge of
where these "magicaI" formulas originated, or for what purpose they were created. Yet the data continues to be regurgitated from one source to another, over a
period of years,to the point that it's now
considered to be the standard-when it
truly provides nothing pertinent for us.
'Worse yet, it's responsible
for getting
people hurt and causing a tremendous
amount of unpredicted damage,leading
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to unnecessarylitigation, the end ofprograms, and the complete loss of credibility for breaching teams.
And now there are some "new" math
equations being introduced to our community by people who don't even have a
fundamental knowledge of what tactical
explosive breaching really entails in an
urban environment.
One issue is people blindly following
what they were taught, without having
the first hand experienceor the reference
information to support such action. The
ol'"that's what they told me in schoolj' or
"he said so, and he's really smart" doesn't
quite cut it on its own merit, and won't
protect you as the subject matter expert
you are expectedto be.
On that note, let's discuss the
"Weibull" formula that breachers ev,
erywhere are told will predict residual
internal overpressure within a specific
internal volume (i.e. room), by plugging
in your net explosiveweight (in pounds
of TNT). This will purportedly tell you if
you can stage a team within a room and
predict the damageinside.
P = 2410(W l V 1' zz
For argumenti sake,let's completely
ignore the fact that everybody has their
own opinion on the correct RE chart to
determine the TNT equivalent for your
explosives.This is more about your understanding why you use what you do,
rather than actual resulting values. Let's
also forget that some people dont even
use this equation properly. How many
breachershave been using this to determine safestackinglocationsfor their personnel?Too many.Why? Becausethey've
been taught that it will do exactly that.
"Even a broken clock is accurate two
times every 24 hoursl'
Ifyou can't articulatewhat a "Weibull"
is, where it came from, or why it's being
applied (but still use it for one reason or
another), then youve already failed as

that subject matter expert in the field.
Truth is, most people out there teaching
the formula can't tell you either, but unfortunately for you, they aren't the ones
who will be held responsible for YOUR
improper use of it. And improper use
by some, will then often lead to judicial
overview,affecting the rest ofus.
Hans R.!f. Weibull of the Royal
Swedish Fortifications Administration
published a paper using this equation
entitled "PressuresRecorded in Partially
Closed Chambers at Explosion of TNT
Charges (U)'l Annals of the New York
Academy of Sciences,Vol. 152,Art. 1, pg.
357, 1968, which resulted from a series
of tests conducted in 1966 to determine
some basis for designing an explosion
chamber of a nuclear blast simulator.
Hmmm... so far this isn't translating
very well to my explosivebreaching strip
charge.
Playing devil's advocate for a minute,
let'sjust say it actually has some relationship with breaching chargesand the effects one can anticipatewithin a 3 dimensional environment (which it doesn't).
More recent studies have concluded that
this formula ignored important "physical
phenomena"that makesit "impossibleto
extend to any other explosivesother than
TNTI' Okay, do we need to buy some
TNT now to make this work?
Tests of this nature are usually performed with either spherical or cylindrical explosivessuspendedfrom the air and
center detonated (which also produces a
completely different effect than what we
use in breaching).And contrary to popular belief, most of us aren't doing nuclear
detonations.
So tet'sjuit use logic to figure this all
out:
If, by properly doing the math in the
formula, we get an answer of, for example, 2 PSI within a room, where exactly
is that "2 PSl" suppose to be? Talking to
hundreds (if not thousands)of breachers

trained to use this calculation, they are
clearly under the impression that anywhere within that volume there would
exist a "2 PSl" value. So with that understanding, does that mean you can stand
one inch from the chargelandstill sustain
only 2 PSI?...one foot from it?... Ten
feet? W'hat about reflective surfaces,intersection points and corners? 2 PSI as
well? And if you ARE using this to predict potential injuries and/or damages,
which charts and exposuredurations are
your referencesto make those determinations: I millisecond exposure?10 milliseconds?And what is a safe PSI value
to stack inside a room anyway?Another
one of those elusive questionswith various answersout there; all vague.
Others believe that the magical 2 PSI
can be found in the center of the room...
Another myth which has been disproved
time and time again.
Complicated? You bet. But if you're
planning to use something like this calculation, you better understand how and
whyitwasdeveloped,because YOUARE
THEEXPERTandresponsibleforthat
relea.seof energy,
From performing thousands of detonations inside real structures, we know
that the Weibull calculation provides you
with nothing useful in explosivebreaching, except to validate ii"i ,i t."J,

very "safe" figure. Again, we know and
see this from examining thousands of
shots on real structures; none of which
can be properly duplicated on ranges or
facadesin open terrain.
nerearesomeexarnptes:
Example #l: A "slider" breaching
charge was placed on a metal outward
opening door inside a large structure.
The area of the breach point "room" was
absolutelyhumongous, and the resulting
PSI prediction based on the charge and
volume using Weibull was an estimated
value of .36 (psi). It should be noted that
the calculated volume was reduced and
'tubed" significantly to createa "smaller"
than actual area and produce a higher
"worse case"figure using the calculation
and did not take into considerationlarge
openings leading to the building exterior, halls, stairways and numerous other
rooms and areaswhich would allow blast
pressure to vent. Pressure monitors at
various locations throughout captured
readings from the breach point as follows:3.1 psi (19 feet),3.68 psi (23 feet),
4.53 psi (19 feet) and a whopping 5.96psi
at only 18 feet awaylSo where exactlywas
this .36 psi supposeto be anyway?
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-ExampreFz: Anotner ooor
with a higher NEW in the same environ-

Sensors setup for Example 3 shot
Example #3: An internal thru-wall
charge inside an industrial building office; 32 feet span from the charge to the
back wall. Using the formula, the calculated psi was determined to be .92 inside
the breach point room. Pressuregauges
were again placed at various locations,
with one (Gauge #2) placed 12 feet directly behind the charge. Monitoring
equipment captured the incident overpressureonGauge #2initiaIIyat2.S3psi;
but it was struck again due to reflective
surfaces,and re-spiked to 3.5 psi. That
gaugereceivedthe highestvaluesof the
six pressure gauges used in this test,
making the area near the center of the
room more than three times the calculated psi... and on secondaryreflection.
So again' how did this calculation' in
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actually is, providing us with a "worst
case scenario"calculation.Understanding also, that this i, ;;
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to do measurements,but not under
operational situations where we'd be
Over the years, and with the assistanceof
sistance
of fblks
folks out
out there
there with
with really
really
big brains (unlike our small ones),
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various national labs using sophisticated blast pressure monitoring
equipment and cameras, have confirmed this much-depending on

exactly WHERE within that volume
you monitor, you could experience
dangerously high values when the
Weibull calculation falsely provides
you with what you may consider a
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since you CANNOT calculate or
predici reflective pressure or.intersection points-which can truly ruin
your entire day and keep you from
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Under most circumstances, a
team should be inside an adjoining
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in those environments is the only

way to make those predictions
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The belief that you just need to "suck
it up" and get "punished" by gaining
a few feet distanceadvantageis misguided. If the stack can't focus on the
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Debris pattern to interior of a wall
breach,
mission at hand because of injuries, or
having their bell rung, the entry is now
jeopaidized.
And since these calculations are being used by the majority of the breaching
community, it's imperative that the contemporary breacher,as a subject matter
expert, be familiar with the calculation,
the history of its use and purposes. But
more than that, they must know the dangers of following along because "somebody said soj' without validating the results themselves.
Unfortunately the community, by
embracing this calculation, has now required you to disprove this theory with
your own life experiences(and not with
our "heresay"). Of all the words in the
vocabulary of serious breachers,two of
the favorites should be show me, and
they should be used everytime there are
claims that using this or that will make
your job safer(whether it be calculations,
equipment or even tactics).
Relying solely on a calculation to
determine the personal safety of team
members, potential hostages, bystanders and suspectsin explosive breaching
applications,without taking into consideration everything in your environment,
is like driving down the street with your
eyes closed-you may get away with it...
this time.
This falls directly in line with the
commonly misusedpractice of relying on
a calculation to determine a "4 PSI" safe

staging location for
personnel (whether
inside or out)-or
the insane belief that
by using a ballistic
shield, the team can
reduce by half the
calculated"minimum
safe distances" from
the breach point...
maybe on a range, in
the middle of the desert, or someplaceelse
that is without any
reflective surfaces.
But in real life, in
the real world, de.r
,
penolng on tnese
anq some or tne otner
"new" calculations being offered out
there (versus your training and experience) will get you in a world of troubleeventuallY'
But that's another story'
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